In Experiment 1, 20 college students learned two identity conditional discriminations using squares that differed in interior-fill percentage (called Fill23 and Fill77). A two-choice generalization test was then presented with number of test trials varied across groups of subjects. The test samples were 19 squares that ranged in fill value from 23% to 77%; the comparisons were squares with Fill23 and Fill77. The resulting gradients did not vary as a function of number of test trials. When the generalization test was repeated with a third comparison, ''neither,'' the ranges of fill values that occasioned the exclusive selection of Fill23 or Fill77 were direct functions of the number of prior twochoice generalization trials. Finally, a discriminability test revealed that Fill23 and Fill77 were discriminable from the intermediate fill values. In Experiment 2, perceptual classes were established with 5 new students using 760 forced-choice generalization test trials. The students were then trained to select a different glyph in the presence of Fill23 and Fill77, followed by a three-choice generalization test in which the 19 fill stimuli served as samples and the two glyphs served as comparisons. The gradients overlapped with those previously obtained during the three-choice generalization test that used Fill23 and Fill77 as comparisons. Finally, a discriminability test showed that many adjacent stimuli along the fill dimension were discriminable from each other. Together, the results of both experiments suggest that ranges of fill-based stimuli functioned as members of perceptual classes, and each class also functioned as a transfer network for a new selection-based response.
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can be defined psychometrically. Such a dimension could be created by sorting the stimuli in a potential class according to their ''typicality'' (Bourne, Dominowski, & Loftus, 1979; Cook, Wright, & Kendrick, 1990; Lea & Ryan, 1984; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) . For example, when presented with different exemplars of tree images, human participants may be instructed to rank the typicality of each exemplar. Such perceptual classes have been referred to as basic level (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & BoyesBream, 1976) , natural (Herrnstein, 1990; Lea & Ryan, 1984; Wasserman & DeVolder, 1993; Wittgenstein, 1968) , ill-defined (Bourne et al., 1979; Homa & Little, 1985; Neisser, 1967; Omohundro, 1981) , or probabilistic categories (Medin & Smith, 1984) .
To infer that stimuli are functioning as members of a perceptual class, two functional properties should be demonstrated. First, any response emitted in the presence of a narrow range of stimuli must also be emitted, without direct training, in the presence of a much larger range of novel stimuli during a generalization test Bhatt, Wasserman, Reynolds, & Knauss, 1988; Cook et al., 1990; Fields & Reeve, 2000; Fields et al., 1997; Herrnstein, 1990; Keller & Schoenfeld, 1950; Lea, 1984; Wasserman, Kiedinger, & Bhatt, 1988; Zentall, Jackson-Smith, & Jagielo, 1990) . Second, many of the stimuli to which the response generalizes must be discriminable from each other (Cook et al., 1990; Fields & Reeve, 2000; Fields et al., 1997; Keller & Schoenfeld, 1950; Lea, 1984; Wasserman et al., 1988) . The latter property is necessary to conclude that generalization among the stimuli comprising the perceptual class is not due to an inability to discriminate among the stimuli. If this were the case, referring to this set of many indistinguishable stimuli as a ''class'' would be trivial because responding would essentially be under the control of a single stimulus value.
Once established, an additional property of the class may be demonstrated. Specifically, it should serve as a transfer network for new behavioral functions. This can occur in any of three different ways: (a) A new response trained to occur in the presence of one class member should also occur in the presence of the remaining class members with no additional training, (b) a new stimulus linked to a class member through conditional discrimination training should be selected in the presence of other class members, or (c) a new discriminative function acquired by one class member should also be occasioned by the other members (Dougher, Augustson, Markham, Greenway, & Wulfert, 1994; Fields, Adams, Buffington, Yang, & Verhave, 1996; Hayes, 1991; Sidman, Wynne, Maguire, & Barnes, 1989) .
To investigate the establishment of perceptual classes, most researchers have used simple discrimination training procedures in which many stimuli are drawn from two or more potential classes (e.g., Bhatt et al., 1988; Cook et al., 1990; Engelmann & Carnine, 1982; Herrnstein, 1990; Herrnstein, Loveland, & Cable, 1976; Honig & Stewart, 1988; Lubow, 1974; Malott & Siddall, 1972; Porter & Neuringer, 1985; Wasserman et al., 1988) . In contrast, conditional discrimination training procedures have been used by a smaller number of researchers to investigate the establishment of perceptual classes. Typically, single exemplars drawn from different potential classes are used during conditional discrimination training. In both methods, subsequent generalization tests are conducted by presenting many novel stimuli that can be arrayed along the same dimension as the stimuli used in training (Fields, Adams, Brown, & Verhave, 1993; Fields et al., 1996 Fields et al., , 1997 Fields, Reeve, Adams, & Verhave, 1991; Njegovan et al., 1995; Porter & Neuringer, 1985; Wasserman et al., 1988) . Fields et al. (1997) , for example, exposed college students to identity conditional discrimination training using two lines that were 1 and 25 units in length. This was followed by a 250-trial forced-choice generalization test in which lines of intermediate length were presented as samples with the 1-and 25-unit lines as comparisons. The resulting generalization gradients showed that a range of short and long test lines always occasioned the selection of the 1-unit and 25-unit lines, respectively. Thus, these ranges may have been functioning as two perceptual classes (Fields & Reeve, 2000) . As the sample test lines became more intermediate in length, the choice of a given comparison decreased systematically. These intermediate-length lines, then, were not functioning as members of either the long-or short-line perceptual class. Similar results have been obtained by other researchers who used forced-choice testing to investigate responding in the presence of stimuli arrayed along single stimulus dimensions (Cross & Lane, 1962; Migler & Millenson, 1969; Risley, 1964) .
As noted by Fields et al. (1997) , one shortcoming with forced-choice conditional discrimination trials is that they do not allow independence of classes arrayed along the same dimension. That is, selection of one comparison is always the complement of the other. During the forced-choice generalization tests in the Fields et al. study, students were required to assign each sample line to one of the two comparisons, even if the sample did not appear to be perceptually similar to either comparison. Thus, selection responses occasioned by given test lines may have been based on perceptual class membership or the forced-choice nature of the trial format. To separate these sources of control, Fields et al. repeated the prior two-choice generalization test with the addition of a third response option, called a ''neither'' or default comparison (Innis, Lane, FORCED-CHOICE TESTING AND PERCEPTUAL CLASSES Miller, & Critchfield, 1998; Roche & Barnes, 1996) .
During this three-choice generalization test, some of the intermediate lines that previously occasioned selection of either the 1-or 25-unit lines now occasioned selection of the neither comparison. Because the likelihood of selecting the 1-unit line in the presence of the test lines was no longer the complement of selecting the 25-unit line, the inclusion of the neither comparison resulted in the separation of the dimension into two regions, each of which functioned as an independently defined perceptual class (Fields et al., , 1997 Innis et al., 1998) .
The results of the Fields et al. (1997) study raise the following question: What variables were responsible for the establishment of the two independent perceptual classes measured during three-choice generalization testing? Because identity training and forced-choice generalization testing always preceded threechoice testing, it is possible that both variables, alone or in combination, were responsible for the formation of perceptual classes. If identity training alone was sufficient to establish the classes, the subsequent forcedchoice testing would have no effect on the likelihood of class establishment or on the range of stimuli that functioned as members of each class. Because all students were exposed to forced-choice generalization testing in the Fields et al. study, however, this could not be assessed.
Alternatively, forced-choice testing may have induced class formation. It may be that unreinforced selections, occasioned by the conditional discrimination test trials, established stimulus-stimulus relations between the endpoints of the dimension and ranges of short and long lines. Indeed, various studies have demonstrated the establishment of such stimulus-stimulus relations without the use of reinforcement. Specifically, these studies have demonstrated the emergence of unreinforced conditional selections in the presence of new discrimination trials (Saunders, Saunders, Kirby, & Spradlin, 1988) , the use of multiple negative comparison training to establish new conditional discriminations (Adams, Fields, & Verhave, 1999) , and the use of sensory preconditioning or respondent-type stimulus pairings to establish stimulus relations (Leader, Barnes, & Smeets, 1996; Leader, Barnes-Holmes, & Smeets, 2000) .
In addition, if unreinforced conditional selections were responsible for the establishment of the stimulus-stimulus relations that led to class formation in the Fields et al. (1997) study, would the number of such trials affect the size of the resultant classes? A substantial literature suggests that the strength of such stimulus-stimulus relations is a function of the number of training trials (e.g., see Hearst, 1988) . This would lead one to predict a relation between the range of stimuli functioning as members of a perceptual class and the number of prior forced-choice generalization test trials presented immediately following identity training. To date, however, no studies have isolated the effects of conditional discrimination identity training and forcedchoice generalization testing on the formation of perceptual classes. The purpose of Experiment 1 was to make such a determination.
In Experiment 1, the potential perceptual classes consisted of squares containing different percentages of ''fill.'' All students first received single-exemplar identity training. Some students then received different numbers of forced-choice generalization test trials. Other students received no forced-choice generalization testing. Following this, a threechoice generalization test that included a third response option, ''neither,'' was presented. Performances during the threechoice test determined whether the number of prior forced-choice generalization test trials affected (a) the likelihood of perceptual class formation and (b) the size of the perceptual classes established. Performances during the three-choice generalization test were examined because the inclusion of the neither comparison allowed a measure of two independent perceptual classes in which membership of a stimulus in one class did not reduce the size of the other class (Fields et al., , 1997 Innis et al., 1998) .
EXPERIMENT 1 METHOD Participants
Twenty undergraduate introductory psychology students at Queens College were ran- domly assigned to four different experimental groups. No student was familiar with the research area. Students received partial course credit upon completion of the experiment independent of performance. For each student, the experiment was completed in a single session that lasted approximately 3 to 4 hr.
Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment was conducted with an IBM-compatible personal computer that displayed all stimuli on a 36-cm black-and-white monitor. Responses consisted of touching specific keys on a standard keyboard. The experiment was controlled by custom software that programmed all stimulus presentations and recorded all keyboard responses. Figure 1 depicts 5 of the 19 stimuli used in Experiment 1. Each stimulus was a borderless square (5 cm by 5 cm) that contained a different percentage of white pixels on a black background. The percentage of white pixels defined each square's fill value, which ranged from 23% to 77% (Fill23 to Fill77) in 3% increments. For each fill value, the pattern of pixels was randomly generated preexperimentally and remained fixed throughout the experiment. Fill23 and Fill77 defined the endpoints of the dimension of fill percentage. Fill50 was the physical midpoint of the dimension. Fill23 and Fill77 served as comparisons on all trials. During primary generalization tests, each of the 19 fill values, including the endpoint values, was presented as a sample.
Procedure
Trial format, contingencies, and responses within a trial. All trials used a matching-to-sample format. A trial began when ''Press ENTER'' appeared on the screen. Pressing the enter key cleared the screen and displayed a sample stimulus at the top center of the monitor. Pressing the space bar displayed two comparison stimuli (Fill23 and Fill77) at the bottom left and right corners of the screen along with the sample. During trials in which the third comparison was programmed, the words ''If NEITHER press 4'' appeared between the Fill23 and Fill77 comparisons.
During a trial, the left or right comparison was selected by pressing the 1 or 2 key, respectively. Pressing the 4 key selected the nei-FORCED-CHOICE TESTING AND PERCEPTUAL CLASSES ther comparison, when available. A comparison selection cleared the screen and concurrently displayed a feedback message centered on the screen. When informative feedback was scheduled, the messages ''RIGHT'' or ''WRONG'' appeared, depending on the accuracy of the comparison selection. The message remained on the screen until the R (for ''RIGHT'') or W (for ''WRONG'') key was pressed. During some training and all test trials, noninformative feedback (a dashed line) was scheduled following a comparison selection to signal the end of a trial. The dashed line remained on screen until the student pressed the E key to end the trial. After the appropriate observing response was made (pressing the R, W, or E key), the screen was cleared and the next trial began.
Trial block structure and feedback contingencies. Each phase of training and testing was conducted with blocks of trials. Within all blocks, trials were presented in a random order without replacement. At the start of training, a block was presented repeatedly with informative feedback after each comparison selection until all trials within the block occasioned 100% correct responding. Thereafter, the percentage of trials that occasioned informative feedback was reduced to 75%, 25%, and finally to 0% over successive blocks as long as 100% accuracy within a block was maintained. During feedback reduction, the trials that were followed by informative feedback were randomly determined. If 100% correct responding was not achieved within three blocks at a given feedback level during training, the student was returned to the previous feedback level for that particular block.
Phase 1: Instructions and keyboard familiarization. Prior to the experiment, students were presented with the following instructions on the screen:
Thank you for volunteering to participate. Please do not touch any keys on the keyboard yet! You will be presented with many trials. Each trial contains three or four CUES consisting of shapes, symbols, or common words. Your task is to discover how to respond correctly to the cues by pressing certain keys on the computer's keyboard. Initially, INSTRUC-TIONS will tell you how to respond to the cues, and LABELS will help you identify the cues on the screen. The labels and instructions will slowly disappear. The experiment will be conducted in phases. When each phase ends, the computer will sometimes tell you how you did. When ready, please press the space bar to continue.
After pressing the space bar, students learned to emit the appropriate keyboard responses to complete a trial. To accomplish this, 16 trials, each containing three English words such as KING, QUEEN, and CAMEL, were presented. The semantic relatedness between the sample word (e.g., KING) and one of the comparisons (e.g., QUEEN) was used to prompt the selection of the correct comparison. Informative feedback (the words RIGHT or WRONG) followed each comparison selection (refer to Fields et al., 1997 , for further details).
Correct responding to the stimuli in a trial during Phase 1 was also facilitated by instructional prompts (e.g., ''Make your choice by pressing key 1 or 2'') that were deleted in a serial manner across trials (refer to Fields et al., 1997 , for further details). Phase 1 ended when performance exceeded 85% accuracy (14 of 16 correct trials) during a single block with no prompts. For the remainder of the experiment, if a nonexperimentally defined key was pressed during a trial, the instruction used to prompt the appropriate key press during keyboard familiarization (Phase 1) reappeared on the screen for three subsequent trials.
Phase 2: Two-choice identity conditional discrimination training. Students received identity conditional discrimination training in which Fill23 and Fill77 were randomly alternated as samples. The two comparisons, Fill23 and Fill77, each appeared equally often in random order on the left and right of the screen. A correct response was the selection of the comparison that was identical to the sample. When 100% informative feedback was scheduled, each block contained 32 trials. When 75%, 25%, or 0% feedback was scheduled, each block contained 16 trials. Feedback was reduced as previously described. Phase 2 was completed when no errors were emitted during a block with 0% informative feedback.
Phase 3: Two-choice primary generalization testing. Once the identity conditional discriminations were established, a primary generalization test for fill percentage was conducted for 15 of the 20 students. Within a test block, each of the 19 fill-value samples was presented twice in random order for a total of 38 trials. Fill23 and Fill77 were the two comparisons. For each sample, a given comparison appeared once on the left and once on the right in random order. All comparison selections were followed by noninformative feedback.
The number of two-choice generalization trials differed across the four groups. Students received either 152 (4 blocks), 456 (12 blocks), 760 (20 blocks), or 0 two-choice generalization trials. This assessed the potential effects of the number of two-choice generalization test trials on the likelihood of subsequent perceptual class formation and on the size of the resultant classes.
Phase 4: Training use of the neither comparison. In Phase 4, students learned how to select a default-response option (the neither comparison). To accomplish this, a 12-trial training block was used in which the sample and two of the three comparisons were English words (e.g., SOAP, COMPUTER, TRASH). The third comparison, the word NEITHER, was located between the two other comparisons on all trials. During trials in which one of the word comparisons was semantically related to the sample, its selection was followed by the feedback message RIGHT. During trials in which neither of the two comparison words was related to the sample, selection of the neither comparison was followed by RIGHT. When responding in the block reached 100% accuracy, feedback was reduced as previously described. Phase 4 ended when a student emitted no errors during a block with 0% informative feedback (refer to Fields et al., 1997 , for further details). The neither comparison was then included during all subsequent phases in Experiment 1 to allow students to assign a given sample fill value to neither the Fill23 nor the Fill77 comparison.
Phase 5: Three-choice primary generalization testing. Primary generalization gradients were obtained by presenting the same generalization test block used in Phase 3 with the addition of the neither comparison on all trials. Inclusion of the neither comparison allowed an independent measure of the range of lowand high-fill stimuli that occasioned the exclusive selection of the Fill23 and Fill77 comparisons, respectively. The three-choice generalization test block was presented four times (152 trials) to all students.
Phase 6: Discriminability training and testing. To assess the discriminability of the endpoint stimuli (Fill23 and Fill77) from the fill values used during generalization testing (Fill26 through Fill74), students were presented with the same trial block used in the three-choice generalization test in Phase 5. At the start of Phase 6, however, all comparison selections were followed by informative feedback. When Fill23 or Fill77 was the sample, selection of the identical comparison was correct. When the remaining 17 intermediate fill values (26% to 74%) were presented as samples, selection of the neither comparison was correct. Once 100% correct responding was obtained, feedback was then reduced to 75%, 25%, and 0% of the trials, as previously described. Performances during the last four blocks were used to determine the degree of discriminability between the fill values used in training and testing.
RESULTS

Identity conditional discrimination performances.
A minimum of 80 trials was required to complete identity conditional discrimination training. Students learned the identity conditional discriminations within a mean of 99.2 trials. There was no systematic difference in the number of trials to reach criterion across students in all groups. These results were confirmed statistically, F(3, 16) ϭ 0.42, ns. Thus, differences in test performances during subsequent experimental conditions could not be attributed to differences in student performances during identity training.
Measuring the size of perceptual classes. The purpose of Experiment 1 was to determine how the number of forced-choice test trials affected both the likelihood of perceptual class formation and the size of the resultant classes. These effects were indexed by the range of low-or high-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23 or Fill77, respectively, during the three-choice generalization tests. To quantify the range indexing the size of the high-fill class, the value of the lowest fill stimulus (e.g., Fill65) that occasioned selection of Fill77 on at least 87.5% of the trials was subtracted from the endpoint value (Fill77). In this example, the range would be 12% (77 Ϫ 65 ϭ 12). To 
Note. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. These data are the complement of those obtained for selection of Fill77. Dashes ϭ 0. quantify the range indexing the size of the low-fill class, the value of the highest fill stimulus that occasioned selection of Fill23 on at least 87.5% of the trials was subtracted from the endpoint value (Fill23). For cases in which no other sample fill value but the endpoint occasioned selection of the endpoint comparison, the range would be 0% and no perceptual class would have been established. Two-choice primary generalization test performances. As seen in Table 1 , no systematic differences were observed in student performances across conditions or comparison selections during two-choice generalization testing. Thus, averaged functions were obtained for students in each group and are depicted in Figure 2 . In all cases, a broad range of low-fill stimuli occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23. With increases in sample fill value, there was a systematic decrease in the likelihood of selecting Fill23. Likewise, a broad range of high-fill stimuli occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill77. With decreases in sample fill value, there was a systematic decrease in the likelihood of selecting Fill77. In addition, because only two choices were used, the gradients used to measure selection of Fill77 and Fill23 were the complements of each other and, thus, did not reveal two independent regions along the fill dimension. Regardless of the number of twochoice trials, the generalization gradients obtained for performances in all conditions overlapped. Thus, the likelihood of selecting Fill23 or Fill77 in the presence of a given fill value did not differ systematically with changes in the number of two-choice generalization test trials.
Forced-choice generalization test data were also analyzed in a 3 ϫ 2 (Number of TwoChoice Trials ϫ Comparison Stimulus Selection) analysis of variance (ANOVA). The range of low-or high-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23 or Fill77 did not differ as a function of the number of test trials, F(1, 12) ϭ 2.11, ns. In addition, within a group, the range did not differ with selection of Fill23 or Fill77, F(2, 12) ϭ 4.12, ns. Because forced-choice generalization test performances did not differ systematically, any differences in subsequent three-choice generalization test performances could not be attributed to performance differences during forced-choice testing.
Three-choice generalization test performances. Figure 3 shows the likelihood of selecting Fill77 in the presence of all 19 fill values during three-choice generalization testing as a function of the number of prior two-choice generalization trials. From top to bottom, each row represents performances obtained for individual students previously exposed to 760, 456, 152, or 0 two-choice generalization test trials. Students exposed to 760 two-choice trials showed the widest range of high-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill77. For the students exposed to 456, 152, and 0 two-choice trials, there was a systematic reduction in this range. Thus, the range of high-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of the Fill77 comparison during three-choice generalization testing was a direct function of the number of prior two-choice generalization test trials. Figure 4 shows the likelihood of selecting Fill23 in the presence of all 19 fill values during three-choice generalization testing. The gradients are arranged in the same manner as in Figure 3 . In all cases, the performances of students exposed to 760 two-choice trials showed the widest range of low-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23. Similar reductions in range were produced by prior exposure to both 456 and 152 two-choice test trials. The narrowest range of low-fill stimuli was observed for students who were not exposed to any prior twochoice generalization test trials. Thus, the range of low-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23 during three-choice generalization testing was a direct function of the number of prior twochoice generalization test trials. The effect of prior two-choice testing, however, was not as robust as that observed for the high-fill range (Figure 3) .
The three-choice generalization test data depicted in Figures 3 and 4 were also analyzed using a 4 ϫ 2 (Number of Prior TwoChoice Trials ϫ Comparison Stimulus Selection) mixed factorial ANOVA. Collapsing across comparison stimuli selected (Fill23 and Fill77), range was a direct function of the number of prior two-choice generalization test trials, F(3, 16) ϭ 18.04, p Ͻ .0001. Post hoc pairwise comparisons depicted in Table  2 show that the range of high-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill77 increased with increases in the number Table 2 Pairwise comparisons of range differences during threechoice generalization tests in Experiment 1. Table 3 Number of students in each experimental group who showed classes of narrow (N), medium (M), and wide (W) ranges for both high-and low-fill classes. of prior two-choice test trials. A similar effect was observed when considering the range of low-fill stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23. In addition, for a given number of two-choice trials, there was no systematic difference in the range of lowand high-fill stimuli that occasioned selection of Fill23 and Fill77, respectively, on at least 87.5% of the test trials, F(1, 16) ϭ 0.60, ns. Finally, range was not influenced by an interaction between the number of prior twochoice test trials and comparison stimulus selection, F(3, 16) ϭ 2.56, ns.
Class and criterion ranges
Although not depicted in Figures 3 and 4 , intermediate fill stimuli sometimes occasioned either (a) the exclusive selection of the neither comparison, (b) the complementary selection of the neither comparison and Fill23 but not Fill77, or (c) the complementary selection of the neither comparison and Fill77 but not Fill23. Thus, the inclusion of the neither comparison showed that the two perceptual classes measured by selection of Fill23 and Fill77 comprised functionally independent regions along the fill dimension Fields et al., 1993 Fields et al., , 1997 .
Population effects of forced-choice generalization testing on perceptual class width. As indexed by the range data obtained during three-choice generalization testing, prior forced-choice testing resulted in the formation of potential perceptual classes of different widths. In an additional analysis of this effect, we determined the effects of prior forced-choice testing on the likelihood of the formation of classes of three experimenter-defined widths. A narrow class width was defined by the selection of a corresponding endpoint value occasioned by at least the endpoint value and up to two adjacent fill values (range, 0% to 6%). A medium class width was defined by the corresponding endpoint plus three to five adjacent fill values (range, 9% to 15%). A wide class width was defined by the corresponding endpoint plus at least six adjacent fill values (range, 18% to 24%). This analysis allowed us to determine whether different numbers of prior forced-choice test trials would influence the proportion of students in a group who showed the formation of classes of three different sizes. Table 3 shows the number of students in a given group who showed potential high-fill classes that were narrow, medium, or wide. As the number of prior forced-choice test trials increased, there were increases in both (a) the modal range of stimuli that functioned as members of the high-fill class and (b) the proportion of students in a group who showed the emergence of these wide classes. The right side of Table 3 shows a similar effect for the low-fill classes, albeit not as robust.
When considering both sides of Table 3 , ranges of test fill stimuli defined as medium and wide perceptual classes were observed for 11 of 15 (73%) students exposed to some amount of prior two-choice generalization testing (Groups 152, 456, and 760). Thus, the majority of the students exposed to twochoice testing showed the emergence of relatively large perceptual classes. In contrast, when considering students who were exposed to identity training but no prior two-choice test trials, only 1 of 5 (20%) showed the emergence of classes that were defined as medium but no larger. This numerical difference (73% vs. 20%) in the likelihood of the emergence of relatively large classes was statistically significant, 2 (1) ϭ 4.44, p Ͻ .05.
Discriminability performances. A minimum of 266 trials was required to complete discriminability training and testing. Across students, a mean of 467.4 trials was needed to complete the discriminability training and testing (feedback levels of 100%, 75%, 25%, and 0%). High levels of stimulus control were observed during the first few training trials and were maintained during all subsequent training and testing blocks. Because there were no systematic differences in the postdiscrimination training gradients across the different groups, these data were averaged and are depicted in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the likelihood of selecting the Fill23 and Fill77 comparisons for all 19 samples during the last four blocks of discriminability testing. When Fill23 was the sample, the Fill23 comparison was selected nearly exclusively on all trials but was almost never selected in the presence of the 18 other increasingly higher fill values. When Fill77 was the sample, the Fill77 comparison was selected nearly exclusively on all trials but was almost never selected in the presence of increasingly lower fill values. These intermediate fill values (Fill26 through Fill74) occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of the neither comparison. Thus, Fill23 and Fill77 were discriminable from each other and from all other fill values.
DISCUSSION
If specific conditional selection responses occasioned by a small subset of stimuli are also occasioned by a larger range of stimuli without explicit reinforcement, all of these stimuli may be functioning as members of a perceptual class Cook et al., 1990; Fields & Reeve, 2000; Fields et al., 1997; Herrnstein, 1990; Keller & Schoenfeld, 1950; Lea, 1984; Wasserman et al., 1988; Zentall et al., 1990) . During conditional identity training, students were trained to select the Fill23 comparison when Fill23 was the sample and Fill77 as a comparison when Fill77 was the sample. During the subsequent three-choice generalization test, some range of low-fill stimuli occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23, and some range of high-fill stimuli occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill77, all without explicitly programmed reinforcement. Thus, these ranges of stimuli may have been functioning as members of perceptual classes.
If these ranges of stimuli are functioning as members of a perceptual class, some of the stimuli within the set must be discriminable from one another (Cook et al., 1990; Fields & Reeve, 2000; Fields et al., 1997; Lea, 1984; Wasserman et al., 1988) . Results of the discriminability test showed that Fill23 and Fill77 were discriminable from each other and from all intermediate fill values. Because these performances were established early in discriminability training and were maintained throughout testing, it is likely that discriminability among fill values was present during prior three-choice generalization testing. If so, the range data obtained during threechoice generalization testing did not reflect an inability to discriminate among the fill values. Rather, fill values in a given range evoked the same selection response even though the fill values were discriminable from one anoth-er. Thus, these stimuli were functioning as members of two distinct perceptual classes (Bourne et al., 1979; Cook et al., 1990; Fields et al., 1996 Fields et al., , 1997 Lea & Ryan, 1984) .
Prior to three-choice generalization testing, 5 students received identity training alone (Group 0). In contrast, 15 students received identity training followed by exposure to different numbers of forced-choice generalization test trials (Groups 152, 456, and 760) . During the subsequent three-choice generalization test, medium and wide ranges of test fill stimuli occasioned selection of Fill23 or Fill77 for 11 of 15 students (73%) who had been exposed to prior two-choice generalization testing. Because the majority of the students in these groups showed the emergence of perceptual classes, exposure to many forced-choice generalization test trials following identity training reliably predicted the establishment of perceptual classes. In contrast, only 1 of 5 students (20%) who were not exposed to forced-choice generalization test trials showed the emergence of classes that were medium but no larger. Thus, identity training alone was not a reliable predictor of the formation of fill-based perceptual classes. These results suggest that prior exposure to twochoice generalization testing was responsible for the formation of perceptual classes despite the fact that the two-choice test trials did not include concurrently programmed reinforcement.
Although the explicitly programmed reinforcement used to establish identity conditional discriminations was not sufficient by itself to reliably induce the formation of classes, its use most likely had a remote effect on the formation of perceptual classes. Specifically, identity conditional discrimination training established intradimensional discriminative control along the fill dimension (Balsam, 1988) . Once intradimensional stimulus control was established, it influenced the conditional selections emitted during the forced-choice generalization tests. Specifically, students were predisposed to select Fill23 in the presence of the lower fill values and to select Fill77 in the presence of the higher fill values. As a result, these similarity-based conditional selections produced a correlated pairing of many low-fill sample stimuli with the Fill23 comparison and many high-fill sample stimuli with the Fill77 comparison, all without reinforcement. These unreinforced pairings, then, most likely established relations among the low-fill stimuli and among the high-fill stimuli. Support for this notion is provided by studies that have demonstrated the establishment of stimulus-stimulus relations without the use of reinforcement (Adams et al., 1999; Leader et al., 1996 Leader et al., , 2000 Saunders et al., 1988) .
During two-choice generalization testing, the unreinforced conditional selection of an endpoint stimulus in the presence of fill values that were similar to the endpoint stimulus was controlled primarily by the physical similarity of those fill values to the endpoint stimulus. In contrast, the selection of a given endpoint by fill values that were more disparate was controlled to a greater extent by the forced-choice contingencies imposed by the trial format and less by physical similarity. Thus, during forced-choice testing, the combined effect of these two variables resulted in broad generalization gradients. During the subsequent three-choice generalization test, however, the neither response option permitted measurement of the separate effects of both variables.
These separate effects can be illustrated as follows: When 152 trials were presented during the two-choice generalization test, relatively few opportunities were provided for correlated pairings between distal fill values and the endpoint stimuli. This may have precluded the establishment of new stimulusstimulus relations among these stimuli. Thus, when students in Group 152 were exposed to the three-choice generalization test, the narrow range measures obtained reflected both the relatively weak relations that had been induced between distal fill stimuli and the endpoint stimuli as well as the predominant control of the forced-choice contingencies. As a result, narrow perceptual classes were established.
In contrast, when many forced-choice trials were presented (e.g., 456 and 760), the increased frequency of selections of the endpoint stimulus in the presence of many fill values likely established unreinforced conditional relations between wider ranges of distal fill stimuli and the endpoint. During these two-choice tests, control of the conditional selection of the endpoint stimuli by the distal fill stimuli shifted from the forced-choice con-FORCED-CHOICE TESTING AND PERCEPTUAL CLASSES tingencies to the new relations established between the distal fill stimuli and the endpoint stimuli. This shift of control increased with increases in the number of prior two-choice trials, as evidenced by the range data obtained during three-choice testing for students in Groups 456 and 760. When the three-choice tests were conducted, then, the selection of the endpoints in the presence of the many more distal fill stimuli reflected the induction of relations among distal fill stimuli and the endpoint as a result of stimulus-stimulus pairings. As a result, increasingly wide perceptual classes were established.
To summarize, the formation of perceptual classes in Experiment 1 can be accounted for by a consideration of three behavioral processes. First, identity conditional discrimination training conducted with reinforcement induced intradimensional control of conditional selections. Second, intradimensional control led to the similarity-based unreinforced conditional selections during forcedchoice testing. Finally, with repetition, the selection of endpoint stimuli in the presence of an increasing range of distal stimuli led to the development of relations between the distal stimuli and the endpoint values. This was evidenced by the range measure obtained during three-choice generalization testing, which showed that perceptual class width was influenced by number of prior forced-choice generalization test trials.
EXPERIMENT 2
One purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine whether perceptual classes established by forced-choice testing would also function as a transfer network. To accomplish this, two fill-based perceptual classes were established by exposure to 760 two-choice generalization test trials as in Experiment 1. Students were then trained to select two different glyphs in the presence of Fill23 and Fill77. Finally, a three-choice generalization test determined whether the same range of fill stimuli that occasioned selection of Fill23 or Fill77 also occasioned selection of the glyph related to that fill value through conditional discrimination training.
In Experiment 1, discriminability functions showed that Fill23 and Fill77 were discriminable from all other fill values that comprised each low-and high-fill perceptual class. There was no measure, however, demonstrating whether other members of a perceptual class were discriminable from one another. The second purpose of Experiment 2 was to assess the discriminability of many adjacent stimuli in each fill-based class by way of the presentation of additional discriminability tests.
METHOD
Participants, Apparatus, and Stimuli
Five undergraduate students at Queens College who were unfamiliar with the research area were recruited from introductory psychology classes. The students received partial course credit upon completion of the experiment, but credit was not contingent upon performance. Each student completed the experiment in a single session that lasted approximately 4 to 5 hr.
The apparatus and the 19 fill values used were identical to those in Experiment 1. In addition, during part of Experiment 2 two different black glyphs on a white background (5 cm by 5 cm) served as comparisons: ¶ (Glyph1) and £ (Glyph2).
Procedure
The trial format, block structure, response contingencies, feedback reduction, and responses within a trial were the same as those used in Experiment 1.
Phases 1 through 5. These phases were identical to those for Group 760 in Experiment 1. Included were keyboard familiarization, twochoice identity conditional discrimination training, two-choice primary generalization testing using 760 trials, three-choice fill-fill generalization testing, and training the use of the neither comparison.
Phase 6: Two-choice fill-glyph conditional discrimination training. Next, students received two-choice conditional discrimination training in which either Fill23 or Fill77 served as the sample. The two glyphs served as comparisons. When Fill23 was the sample, the correct response was the selection of Glyph1. When Fill77 was the sample, the correct response was the selection of Glyph2. The neither comparison was not available.
Phase 7: Three-choice fill-glyph generalization testing. Following the establishment of the fill-glyph conditional discriminations, a gen- 
Note. These performances are the complement of those for selection of Fill77. Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. Dashes ϭ 0. eralization test was presented in which each of the 19 fill values (Fill23 through Fill77) was used as a sample in a random order. Glyph1, Glyph2, and the neither comparison served as comparisons on all trials. Four blocks of 38 trials were presented. Within a block, each glyph comparison was presented an equal number of times on the left and right of the screen in a random order. All comparison selections were followed by noninformative feedback. Phase 7 determined the extent to which generalization gradients obtained during fill-fill generalization testing overlapped with those obtained during fill-glyph generalization testing.
Phases 8 through 12: Discriminability training and testing. Discriminability training and testing were conducted in five phases. Phase 8 was identical to the procedure used in Experiment 1. The 19 fill values served as samples; Fill23, Fill77, and neither served as comparisons. In each of the subsequent four phases of discriminability training and testing, (a) a new pair of fill values served as comparisons along with the neither comparison, and (b) the range of fill samples presented was decreased as follows: In Phase 9, 17 fill values (Fill26 through Fill74) were used as samples along with Fill26, Fill74, and neither as comparisons. In Phase 10, 13 fill values (Fill32 through Fill68) were used as samples along with Fill20, Fill68, and neither as comparisons. In Phase 11, nine fill values (Fill38 through Fill62) were used as samples along with Fill38, Fill62, and neither as comparisons. In Phase 12, five fill values (Fill44 through Fill56) were used as samples along with Fill44, Fill56, and neither as comparisons.
RESULTS
Performances during identity training and twochoice primary generalization testing. All students learned the identity conditional discriminations within a mean of 96.0 trials. In addition, two-choice generalization test performances were similar to those obtained in Experiment 1. The results of two-choice generalization testing are provided in Table 4 .
Fill-fill and fill-glyph three-choice generalization test performances. Table 5 provides individual performances during both the fill-fill and fill-glyph three-choice generalization tests conducted in Phases 5 and 7, respectively. These data were used to quantify the range of fill values that occasioned the selection of the Fill23, Fill77, Glyph1 and Glyph2 comparisons on at least 87.5% of the three-choice generalization trials for each individual student. These performances are presented in Figure 6 . The top graph shows that a similar range of low-fill samples occasioned selection of Fill23 and Glyph1 on at least 87.5% of the trials for a given student. Although similar within a given student, the range varied across students. The bottom graph shows similar results; a similar range of high-fill samples occasioned selection of Fill77 and Glyph2. In this case, however, the range was identical across all 5 students. Thus, the two ranges of stimuli that occasioned the selection of Fill23 and Fill77 in the presence of all the fill stimuli during three-choice generalization testing were highly predictive of the corresponding ranges of stimuli that occasioned the selection of Glyph1 and Glyph2 during the fillglyph generalization test.
A 2 ϫ 2 (Fill Comparison Selection ϫ Discriminability performances. Individual performances of all 5 students were similar during the last four blocks of each of the five discriminability tests. Therefore, data were averaged and are depicted in Figure 7 , which shows the likelihood of selecting the endpoint fill comparisons in the presence of the fill samples for each of the five discriminability tests. When a low-fill endpoint was the sample, its corresponding low-fill endpoint comparison was selected nearly exclusively on all trials. The low-fill endpoint comparison was rarely selected in the presence of higher sample fill percentages. Although not depicted, these intermediate fill values occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of the neither comparison. The discriminability functions obtained for the selection of the high-fill endpoint comparisons mirror those obtained for selection of the low-fill endpoint comparisons. Based on these data, many of the adjacent stimuli along the dimension of fill were discriminable from one another.
DISCUSSION
During the fill-fill and fill-glyph threechoice generalization tests, a similar range of low-fill stimuli occasioned selection of Fill23 and Glyph1 and a similar range of high-fill stimuli occasioned selection of Fill77 and Glyph2. Subsequent tests of discriminability demonstrated that adjacent fill values within these ranges were discriminable from each other. Thus, prior performances obtained Fig. 6 . Range of stimuli that occasioned the nearly exclusive selection of Fill23, Fill77, Glyph1, and Glyph2 for each individual student. → Fig. 7 . Mean performances for selection of each endpoint value during the last four blocks of each of the five discriminability tests. In the first row, the left and right functions represent the likelihood of selecting Fill23 or Fill77, respectively. In subsequent rows, the left and right functions represent the likelihood of selecting Fill 26 or Fill74, Fill32 or Fill68, Fill38 or Fill62, and Fill44 or Fill56, respectively. during the fill-fill and fill-glyph three-choice generalization tests did not reflect a failure to discriminate among the fill patterns (Bourne et al., 1979; Cook et al., 1990; Fields et al., 1996 Fields et al., , 1997 Lea & Ryan, 1984) . Rather, the discriminability of stimuli defined by the range measures demonstrated that the stimuli were functioning as members of perceptual classes.
When a new selection-based response (of a given glyph) was trained in the presence of one member from each of the fill-based perceptual classes, that same response was also occasioned by the remaining class members without benefit of direct training. Thus, the degree of stimulus control exerted by the test fill stimuli was the same when the comparison was physically similar to the sample fill values and when the comparison was a glyph that bore no physical resemblance to the sample fill values. This demonstrates that the perceptual classes established by exposure to forcedchoice testing functioned as transfer networks Fields et al., 1996; Hayes, 1991; Sidman et al., 1989) . Taken together with prior studies, the results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that transfer of behavioral function appears to be independent of the mode used for class induction.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Traditional methods used to establish perceptual classes have typically involved direct discrimination training using many exemplars drawn from a potential class (e.g., Bhatt et al., 1988; Cook et al., 1990; Herrnstein, 1990; Herrnstein et al., 1976; Honig & Stewart, 1988; Lubow, 1974; Malott & Siddall, 1972; Porter & Neuringer, 1985; Wasserman et al., 1988) . The results of Experiments 1 and 2, however, demonstrated that perceptual classes can be established by the presentation of forced-choice generalization testing following intradimensional training with single, rather than multiple, exemplars. It was found that the size of the resulting classes was directly related to the number of prior twochoice generalization test trials. These findings expand the range of operations that can be used to establish perceptual classes and to assess their formation.
Once established through forced-choice testing, the fill-based perceptual classes functioned as transfer networks for the selection of a glyph linked by training to one fill-based perceptual class member. Because the selection of a particular glyph was occasioned by all of the fill values in a given range, these stimuli collectively functioned as a stimulus class. Some stimuli in the class were physically similar (the fill stimuli), and one stimulus (the glyph) was physically disparate from all the other class members. Therefore, the fillglyph test performances demonstrated that each perceptual class extended beyond its initial defining domain along the fill dimension.
Because this extended class consisted of some stimuli that were perceptually similar and a stimulus that was perceptually disparate, the class bears formal similarity to other complex stimulus classes, including superordinate semantic categories (Medin & Smith, 1984; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) , natural kinds (Gelman, 1988a (Gelman, , 1988b Gelman & Markman, 1986 and generalized equivalence classes Barnes & Keenan, 1993; Bush, 1993; DeGrandpre, Bickel, & Higgins, 1992; Fields et al., 1991 Fields et al., , 1993 Fields et al., , 1996 Haring, Breen, & Laitinen, 1989) . Thus, all of these names for complex stimulus classes may simply denote the same emergent behavioral phenomenon that was demonstrated in the present studies.
The manner in which the extended fillglyph classes were established can be illustrated by a consideration of the low-fill extended class. When Fill23 was selected during the forced-choice generalization test, a relation was established between each of the test fill values and Fill23 as a result of unreinforced conditional selections of comparison stimuli (Saunders et al., 1988) . These conditional relations can be represented as Fill(x,y,z) → Fill23. Next, the Fill23 → Glyph1 relation was established through direct conditional discrimination training. Thus, all relations among these stimuli can be represented as Fill(x,y,z) → Fill23 → Glyph1. Because the different test fill stimuli, the Fill23 endpoint, and Glyph1 were all discriminable from one another, we can label the established relations as A → B → C.
In the presence of the different test fill stimuli, the likelihood of selecting Glyph1 (C) was high for a range of low-fill stimuli (A). This A → C relation, which occurred without direct training, bears similarity to the formal mathematically defined transitive relations that emerge as a result of conditional discrimination training used to establish equivalence classes (Fields & Verhave, 1987) . In the case of the Fill(x,y,z) → Glyph1 ''transitive'' relation, Fill23 functions as a nodal stimulus (B) linking each test fill value to Glyph1 (Fields, Adams, Verhave, & Newman, 1990; Fields & Verhave, 1987; Kennedy, Itkonen, & Lindquist, 1994; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . Because multiple fill values that are physically similar to one another occasioned selection of Glyph1, taken as a whole these relations bear similarity to a generalized transitive relation. This is one emergent relation necessary to infer the establishment of a generalized equivalence class (Fields & Reeve, 2000) . To draw the conclusion that the fillglyph classes were complete generalized equivalence classes, however, it is necessary to demonstrate the generalization of symmetrical, transitive, and equivalence relations among the stimuli in such a set Fields et al., 1996 Fields et al., , 1997 . Because Experiment 2 included only a demonstration of generalization of transitivity, the inference that generalized equivalence classes were established awaits additional experimentation.
